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Praise for Connected by Design

“R/GA has remained ahead of its competition by reinventing itself,
and R/GA’s newest transformation is designed to help brands
achieve functional integration. Connected by Design outlines how
brands like Nike, Google, Amazon, Apple, and McCormick have
grown with functional integration and why you’ll want to consider
it for your brand.”
—Rick Boyko, former director, Virginia Commonwealth
University Brandcenter; former chief creative officer, Ogilvy
North America
“If you have ever wondered about the secret to the enormous
success of companies such as Apple, Google, Nike, and Amazon,
Connected by Design is for you. This engaging and readable book
explains the functional integration business model of these
companies. It’s a must-read for understanding how to survive and
grow in the dynamic and complex age of networks and ecosystems.”
—Jerry Wind, The Lauder Professor, The Wharton School
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“Brands that aren’t rethinking how to connect their products,
services, and communications are leaving brand equity on the table.
Functional integration is a great playbook for creating and
capturing brand value in the digital age.”
—John Gerzema, chairman and CEO, BAV Consulting, and
author, The Athena Doctrine
“Connected by Design represents the business course you never took
but should have taken, and the design class you never had but now
wish you did. It prepares your mind and way of thinking for this
high-speed world, where more and more value is delivered in the
form of digital experiences. Barry Wacksman and Chris Stutzman
take you deep into leading companies and share their guiding
principles.”
—Keith Yamashita, chairman, SY/Partners and SY/Products
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They called it “The Day the World Stopped to Run.”
On August 31, 2008, more than 750,000 people participated in
the world’s largest one-day running event, a 10K run called “the
Nike+ Human Race.” Ten thousand gathered to run the course on
New York’s tiny Randall’s Island and then stayed on after for a rock
concert. Tens of thousands more ran through the streets of Melbourne, Australia; along the Kallang River in Singapore; and out
of Wembley Stadium in rainy London. Hundreds of other, smaller
10K events were organized that same day in cities and towns all
around the globe. Runners logged more than four million miles
in total and helped raise millions of dollars for cancer research,
wildlife protection, and international refugee relief.1
Besides its grand and ambitious scale, the 2008 Nike+ Human
Race owned another significant distinction. It was the first largescale public athletic event to fully embrace the digital age. On the
day of the race, runners equipped with Nike+ running shoe systems didn’t need to travel to a major city in order to participate.
Some never even left their homes. Once they signed up on the
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Human Race website and paid the participation fee, they could
run the 10K anywhere—on their favorite neighborhood routes or
even on their home treadmills.
The $29 Nike+ iPod kit had been introduced in 2006. It was
the first pedometer-like device that allowed runners to automatically record the time, distance, and pace of their runs. The kit
comprises a tiny transmitter fitted into a Nike running shoe and
a data receiver attached to an Apple iPod Nano. When the iPod is
synced with a desktop computer, the running data is transferred
to each runner’s own registered Nike+ website.
During the 2008 Nike+ Human Race, runners from all over
the world logged more than 800,000 miles through their Nike+
iPod kits. All their results were tabulated, ranked, and displayed on
Nike’s Human Race website. Tunisia was the fastest nation with an
average run time of 41 minutes and 2 seconds. Rome, at 49 minutes, 21 seconds, was the fastest city. A U.S. runner with the Nike+
user name “Bibi017” recorded the fastest 10K time that day, at 33
minutes and 59 seconds.2
The data collected by Nike+ on a day-to-day basis provided its
users with such helpful information that the Nike brand achieved
a new level of relevance in their lives. One early fan of Nike+, a
Maryland mom named Veronica Noone, said, “There’s something
about seeing what you’ve done, how your pace changes as you go
up and down hills, that made me more motivated. I can log in to
Nike+ and see what I’ve done over the past year. That’s really powerful for me. . . The data is right there in white and green.” She
credited Nike with helping bring her postpregnancy weight down
from 225 to 145 pounds.3
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Nike connected with
consumers by relying on celebrity athlete endorsements and
distinctive, groundbreaking advertising campaigns. For its 1987
ad promoting its Revolution line of shoes, Nike paid $500,000 for
the rights to the Beatles’ song “Revolution,” marking the first time
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any Beatles recording had ever been used in a commercial.4 The
famous “Just Do It” tagline, widely acclaimed as one of the greatest
in advertising history, was launched in 1988 and anchored Nike
ads for the next 25 years. In 1990, Nike produced a memorable
eight-page magazine ad with a “Just Do It” theme aimed at the
women’s running market. The ad contained a 377-word ode to
female achievement, and when Oprah Winfrey read it aloud on
her show, she was moved to tears.5
However, the unique connection that the Nike+ iPod kit
created with its owners would spark a serious change in Nike’s
time-honored marketing practices. Nike’s corporate leadership
noticed that Nike+ members who checked in frequently to analyze their running data also bought a lot of Nike products online.
The immediate result was an expanded U.S. market share for
Nike running shoes following the Nike+ iPod launch. Through
the first seven months of 2007, Nike captured 56.7 percent
of the $3.6 billion U.S. running-shoe market, compared with
47.4 percent in 2006. As one market analyst noted, “No question,
Nike Plus is one of the primary drivers of the company’s running
growth this year.”6 By the end of 2008, Nike’s market share had
climbed to 61 percent. Another analyst observed, “A significant
amount of the growth comes from Nike+.”7
Nike responded by pulling back on its TV spending. In 2006,
an estimated 70 percent of the company’s advertising dollars had
been spent on TV ads alone. By the first half of 2007, Nike reduced
the TV advertising share of its ad budget from 70 percent to just
45 percent.8 With the Nike+ website drawing some of its most
prized customers directly to Nike several times a week, reaching
out to them through mass media no longer seemed so important.
The company moved away from one-way advertising messages in
general and invested in events like the Human Race and online
offerings that would attract and involve Nike+ users.
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There was also a marked change in Nike’s direction as a brand
and as a company. Stefan Olander (then Nike’s director of digital content and now vice president of its Digital Sport division)
stated that Nike+ iPod prompted Nike to reconsider its outlook on
innovation. “In the past,” Olander said, “the product was the end
point of the consumer experience. Now it’s the starting point.”9
By providing each Nike+ runner with a password-protected website of personalized running data, Nike had transformed ordinary
Nike customers into active Nike+ members. Because of Nike+,
the world’s number-one athletic footwear and apparel company
became something more than a seller of products. Nike+ called
on Nike to become a social network provider and the digital home
base to what is, in effect, the world’s largest running club.
In the years that followed, Nike released a series of run-tracker
devices designed to operate with the Nike+ platform. The Nike+
SportBand, released in 2008, was a wristband that removed the
need for the iPod receiver attachment. The Nike+ SportWatch
GPS, released in 2011, offered improved and advanced analytics
for serious runners. Then the 2012 Nike+ FuelBand extended the
product line to serve people who want to track their level of everyday physical activity at home and at work. FuelBand marked a
considerable departure from the Nike image as a brand dedicated
to serious exercise and athletic activity. That year, Nike+ was also
released as a free app on the iPhone, so that anyone could join the
Nike+ community and track his or her runs through the iPhone
accelerometer and GPS without buying any Nike device at all.
In 2013, Fast Company magazine rated Nike the world’s most
innovative company, beating out all the famous tech titans of Silicon Valley.10 The award marked a milestone in the transformation
of Nike as a company. The world’s largest seller of athletic apparel
was now also a tech company with a wide range of digital products
and services geared to help people in all kinds of athletic activities. As Olander told a packed house at the 2012 Cannes Lions
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advertising festival, “People now demand us not to say ‘Just Do It.’
They say ‘Help me just do it. Enable me to do it.’”11 Nike’s marketers
acknowledged as much in August 2013, when they celebrated the
twenty-fifth anniversary of “Just Do It” by launching a campaign
that claimed to take the tagline “from inspiration to action.” The
marketing campaign, dubbed Possibilities, provided Nike+ users
with a series of running and activity challenges to be shared with
millions of members belonging to “the Nike+ digital ecosystem.”12
For decades, Nike had used only advertising images and messages to inspire athletic achievement. Introducing the Nike+ line
of digital training tools enabled Nike to help athletes attain those
achievements. Without fanfare, Nike moved from being a master
of mass media consumer engagement to becoming an innovator
in digital consumer services. In an era when many large companies
have been humbled by challenges from disruptive start-up competitors, Nike was among the first large companies to grasp that
“help me just do it, enable me to do it” is a rising consumer expectation, one that characterizes the digital age.

°

A New Model for a New Century

The story of Nike’s ongoing evolution as a company and a brand
provides a vivid example of how digital technologies have redefined the nature of business growth and long-term success. Some
of the world’s most valuable and important companies—Amazon,
Apple, and Google among them—have staked their futures on
cultivating digital ecosystems of interrelated, interdependent products and services similar to the Nike+ platform and its related
devices. Apple originated the ecosystem concept and remains its
most successful practitioner. Nike learned from Apple through its
Nike+ iPod partnership, and became the first traditional consumer
products company to develop a substantial digital ecosystem of
its own.
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Each of these digital ecosystems is defined and supported by
a distinctive online platform that functions as both a hub for the
brand’s digital services and as an invaluable portal to the brand’s
e-commerce offerings. These ecosystems succeed by nurturing
ongoing relationships with the brand’s most loyal customers.
When such ecosystems are able to deliver consistent, valuable
customer experiences, the brand’s offerings become so distinctive,
appealing, and compelling that brands in certain categories have
attained positions of dominant and durable competitive advantage.
Apple dominates sales of online music. Amazon dominates online
shopping. Google dominates online search. Together, Apple and
Google dominate the field of mobile operating systems.
The conception, design, and execution of such ecosystems represent a comprehensive new business model for the digital age.
We call this business model Functional Integration because it relies
on the interdependent dimensions of functionality and integration within ecosystems in order to deliver growth and profits. In
line with Apple CEO Tim Cook’s description of Apple’s ecosystem
as having both “breadth and depth,”13 functionality describes the
breadth of ecosystem elements and devices (iPhone, iPad, iMac),
while integration describes the depth of that ecosystem’s ability to
integrate those elements in a user-friendly way (through Apple’s
iTunes store, App Store, and iCloud platform).
Growing a functionally integrated ecosystem requires continual innovation in each of these two dimensions. Adding
or upgrading functional pieces provides new entry points for
customers to join the ecosystem. Improving integration among
the interdependent parts of the ecosystem sustains the interest
and participation of those customers inside the ecosystem—and
encourages them to buy still more functional pieces. “It’s a
fantastic business model,” said Jay Campbell of Hart Research
Associates in 2012. “The more [Apple] products you own, the
more likely you are to buy more.” Hart’s research that year found
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that 55 million U.S. households owned at least one Apple device
(including 61 percent of U.S. households with children) and that
the average Apple household owned three Apple devices.14
The Apple ecosystem of devices and services exemplifies
Functional Integration in its most fully realized form. As every
Apple fanatic knows, a new piece of the Apple ecosystem allows
you to unlock additional benefits from all the other pieces you may
already own. A new Apple TV set-top box augments your iPhone’s
capabilities by mirroring the iPhone’s videos and photos on the
television screen through an integrated feature called AirPlay.
A new iPad gains instant access to your computer’s documents
and browser bookmarks through the integrated iCloud. Music
and videos purchased through Apple’s iTunes store are instantly
available for streaming to all your other Apple devices through
iCloud, as well.
Each device and service that Apple offers is connected by
design with all the others in multiple ways that reward customers
for their increasingly deeper participation in the brand. Apple’s
ecosystem is aimed at drawing you in, making it ever more gratifying to buy Apple products and shun competitors, including devices
that may offer lower prices and more attractive features. With its
extremely limited product line, Apple has leveraged the strength
of its ecosystem to achieve stratospheric heights of competitive
advantage in the otherwise highly commoditized field of consumer
electronics. Apple ended 2013 as the most valuable company
on earth (in terms of market capitalization)15 because investors
recognize that Apple enjoys a unique and sustainable competitive
advantage in a variety of categories. Most of Apple’s rivals in
smartphones, tablets, and personal computers are overmatched
when pitting their stand-alone products against the overwhelming
power of Apple’s functionally integrated ecosystem.
Google’s pursuit of Functional Integration, though not as rigorously disciplined as Apple’s, may prove to have far greater reach
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in the long run. Growing outward from its online platform as the
world’s most powerful search engine, Google’s functionally integrated ecosystem includes the Android mobile operating system,
Apple’s most formidable competitor. Google also owns the patents
to Motorola’s line of mobile phones and runs the Android-based
Google Play app store. Other elements of the Google ecosystem
include YouTube, Google Maps, Gmail, and dozens of other digital services. A team from our agency, R/GA, helped Google launch
its Google Wallet electronic payment system in 2012 as yet another
element, or node, in the Google ecosystem. The mobile app is functionally integrated in a wide variety of ways, allowing Gmail subscribers, for instance, to send cash to each other via simple email
attachments. Google’s long-term experiments with driverless cars,
robots, and wearable technology (Google Glass) portend vast possibilities for Functional Integration that defy the imagination.
Amazon’s approach to Functional Integration represents the
broadest interpretation of Amazon’s stated mission, to become
the place where everyone “can find and discover anything they
might want to buy online.”16 With the world’s largest e-commerce
site at the core of its ecosystem, Amazon has used it to branch out
into the Kindle tablet and e-book reader, the Kindle app store,
audiobooks, movie streaming, original video series production,
cloud computing services, and door-to-door grocery delivery.
Amazon’s 2012 purchase of Audible digital audiobooks prompted
development of one of the more creative examples of Functional
Integration. Readers who buy both e-book and Audible versions
of the same title can switch between the two without losing their
places, thanks to an Amazon technology called Whispersync.
The prominence of the Amazon, Apple, and Google ecosystems
may lead some to the mistaken conclusion that Functional Integration is an aspiration reserved for technology giants. Nothing
could be further from the truth. We opened this Introduction
with the story of Nike+ in order to underline how any kind of
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company—even a sports apparel company—can successfully
deploy Functional Integration to create digital offerings that drive
growth through consumer utility and customer retention.
A 2013 survey by Placed, a Seattle research firm, showed that
the three retailers most threatened by Amazon’s ecosystem are
Bed, Bath and Beyond, Petsmart, and Toys R Us. Visitors at these
retailers, the survey found, are among those most likely to inspect
products in the store aisles and then go home and buy them at
lower prices through Amazon.17 Beyond competing head-to-head
on price with Amazon, a difficult proposition, each of these
retailers has a unique opportunity to use Functional Integration
in order to gain back customer interest and secure customer
retention. Each company serves a purpose of great importance to
consumers—personal comfort, pet care, and child development.
For each of them, a functionally integrated strategy that provides
customer utility aligned with that retailer’s purpose would offer
new value in the shopping experience, value that Amazon could
never duplicate.
Using Functional Integration in this way, to reimagine the
creation of value for customers, is one of the seven fundamental
principles we will discuss in the pages to come. Functional
Integration calls on each company to reinterpret its mission and
purpose in order to create new value propositions that respond to
the ever-rising expectations of consumers in a digital, social, and
mobile business environment.
Just as Nike’s ecosystem has led to a reinterpretation of the
company’s role in athletic achievement, from apparel maker to
digital training services provider, BMW is one of several leading
carmakers that is using Functional Integration to reinterpret
what it means to be in the auto industry. With the unveiling
of its i3 electric vehicle in July 2013, BMW announced the
development of a functionally integrated ecosystem of travel,
mobility, and maintenance services.18 And, as with all ecosystems,
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the BMW ecosystem is designed to accommodate partners in
adjacent and related industry categories, including the car rental
and lodging industries. Functionally integrated ecosystems that
attract significant numbers of consumers are well positioned to
open out into multisided industry platforms, generating new
business-to-business revenues for the ecosystem host and all
its partners.

° ° °
Our agency, R/GA, was a part of the Nike+ development
effort, and we maintain an internal team dedicated to continual
innovation inside the Nike ecosystem. It was out of this close
relationship that the term Functional Integration was coined. Our
involvement in helping grow the Nike ecosystem required us to
take part in all aspects of the work, including product conception, development, and design. It was a far cry from producing
microsites, viral videos, and other traditional agency deliverables.
The work with Nike was so different from our activities with all
our other clients that we needed a new term to describe it. Barry
Wacksman, R/GA’s chief growth officer, developed the concept
of Functional Integration in 2011, and it was introduced by
R/GA that year at the 58th Cannes Lions International Festival of
Creativity.
Since then, R/GA has continued to evolve as a digital agency,
reinventing its business model to become a partner with its client
companies in the process of helping them achieve Functional
Integration. In 2012, R/GA brought on Chris Stutzman as its first
managing director of business transformation and Jeff Mancini
as its first vice president of product innovation. Chris is a veteran
of Forrester Research, where he advised marketing executives on
growing their brands through digital innovation. Jeff is a digital
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industry veteran who had formerly directed digital strategy at
Interbrand.
Together, Chris and Jeff are R/GA’s leaders and resident
experts in the field of digital transformation consulting. They
have assembled a team in the areas of business consulting, brand
consulting, and innovation consulting to work alongside data
analysts and strategists in communications insights, experience
insights, and media/connections insights—forming what we call
the “thinking” half of R/GA. These “thinkers” provide ideas and
concepts to an even larger team of “makers”—designers, programmers, copywriters, project managers, and quality assurance
testers—needed to build and manage the digital services and
connected devices that bring Functional Integration to life.
R/GA has moved in this direction because we have seen,
through our original research and client work, that Functional
Integration is the emergent strategy of a new class of companies
that are winning in the marketplace. Perpetual innovation and
growth in mobile, social, and digital technologies all but guarantee
that Functional Integration has become an essential business
model for brands that want to keep up and give their customers
new reasons to love them. We believe that industry-leading
brands, in particular, need to pursue Functional Integration as a
primary business model in order to retain precious brand equity
and to remain relevant to their customers.
At the same time, we see how traditional strategies in advertising and marketing are losing traction with the public. In 2013,
for the first time ever, the Interbrand 100 ranking of global
brands placed two functionally integrated companies, Apple and
Google, at the top of the list. Coca-Cola, which had held first
place for fourteen years running, fell to third. In what might
prove to be a watershed year for Functional Integration, three of
the top five companies ranking highest in brand value growth
were the three companies with model functionally integrated
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ecosystems: Apple, Google, and Amazon. Nike and BMW also
saw double-digit growth in brand value that same year. Other
perennially high-ranking brands, including Coke and Microsoft,
were limited to growth in single digits.19
Such firms’ traditional business model of creating products
and then marketing them through mass advertising continues to
fall in reliability, as the media environment fragments and loses
its influence, especially among younger people. The Interbrand
rankings provide evidence that Functional Integration represents
a bulwark against this erosion of brand power at a time when
product-by-product differentiation is proving more difficult
than ever.
But the switch to Functional Integration is also difficult.
Our experience has shown us the considerable cultural issues,
obstacles, and pitfalls that every company faces in taking on the
Functional Integration business model. Ecosystems require a
depth of relationship with customers that few brands are prepared
to accommodate. It also requires a depth of commitment on the
company’s part. Free digital tools such as Nike+, Gmail, and
iTunes offer implied promises of a lifetime of cost-free support,
and many of the functional and integrated additions to the
ecosystem will not offer predictable streams of revenue or profits.
(Apple, for instance, claims to run its App Store on a break-even
basis.) Functional Integration has the power to transform your
company, but only when it is engaged as a long-term play toward
creating a sustainable competitive advantage.

°

Structure of the Book

Every company follows a distinctive path toward Functional Integration, but we have found that certain principles apply to all who
have proven to be most successful at it. We have organized the discussion of these seven principles in two parts. Part One of the book
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introduces you to Functional Integration as a business model and
explores in the first three chapters its three fundamental underlying principles: delivering utility, engaging multiple contexts, and
creating ecosystem synergies.
Part Two comprises four chapters that deal with the four
essential principles for putting Functional Integration into action.
Successful ecosystems are characterized by the distinctive ways in
which they create, deliver, and capture value, and by supremely
focused leadership that is willing to engage disruptive change
within the organization. Implementing Functional Integration
requires companies to reimagine how they create value for
customers (in line with the first three principles of utility, multiple
contexts, and synergy). Functional Integration then requires
changes in how value is delivered. Above all, it requires redirecting
the ecosystem toward capturing value for the company. Success in
adhering to all three of these principles requires leadership that
supports Functional Integration as the sole sustainable force for
future growth of the company.
In the opening chapter, we tell the story of how McCormick,
the U.S. market leader in flavors and spices, has taken the first
crucial step toward Functional Integration by developing a digital
service that reflects the principle of utility as a source of relevance.
We describe how McCormick’s FlavorPrint was created to provide daily utility for meal preparation, similar to the way Nike+
delivers daily utility for running. We show how McCormick uses
Functional Integration strategies to combat store-brand competition, and in doing so, can leverage its consumer-facing FlavorPrint
service to open up critical new business-to-business opportunities.
In Chapter Two, we dig deeper into the implications of
doing business digitally by invoking the principle that context
is king. Functional Integration allows brands to use new digital
contexts to communicate with customers and deliver value to
them in ways that advertising and marketing cannot. We explore
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in some detail how digital contexts such as search, participation,
and visualization are superior forms of customer contact when
compared with the traditional mass advertising context of
“interruption.” We look at carmakers, in particular, to show how
an industry that was built on and that helped define the Golden
Age of mainstream advertising has embraced the new digital
reality of multiple contextual messages and services delivered
through Functional Integration.
Chapter Three details the evolution of Functional Integration
at Apple and Nike, demonstrating the principle that ecosystem
synergy captures customers. We tell how Nike+ grew to become
the functionally integrated focal point for all of Nike’s major lines
of business. We also relate some telling moments of inspiration and
triumph, as well as some false starts and wrong assumptions, all
of which have contributed to the ongoing transformation of Nike
from apparel marketer to digital innovator.
Part Two, encompassing Chapters Four through Seven,
demonstrates how to put the Functional Integration model
to work. The fourth principle, in Chapter Four, is to reimagine
how you create value. In order to conceive of new functionally
integrated products and services, you must take a new look at the
company’s purpose and mission through three different lenses: the
product lens, the brand lens, and the business lens. The product
focus needs to move from incremental feature enhancement
toward software innovation. The brand focus requires a departure
from mass media messaging and the embrace of inventing
tangible experiences and services for your customers. Ultimately,
Functional Integration requires reimagining the future of your
business in entirely new, transformative terms.
Chapter Five describes the ways in which Functional Integration requires you to redesign value delivery to your customers.
We refer to the four areas of practical changes necessitated
by this principle as the four Ts: territories, technology, talent,
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and teamwork. Reassessment of your competitive territories is
important because in the digital age, disruptive competition can
emerge from just about anywhere. Competing with potential
disruptors, in turn, requires every company to make new kinds
of technology choices. Talent and teamwork refer to the added
staffing and new capabilities required by Functional Integration.
People with new skills and abilities are needed to work on
high-performance teams that operate outside and beyond typical
marketing and technology roles and definitions.
Functional Integration success depends on attracting and
retaining customers who are glad to pay premium prices for exceptional experiences within the ecosystem. Chapter Six discusses
strategies for growing the breadth and depth of the functionally
integrated ecosystem, based on the principle of growing the
company’s level of captured value. Thriving ecosystems require
constant improvements in functionality (improving the value of
the ecosystem) and integration (improving the overall ecosystem
experience). Data and technologies are the tools for executing on
both dimensions. Because ecosystems by nature generate a bounty
of proprietary customer data, ecosystem managers must analyze
this data and respond with innovative solutions in order to capture
value and maintain a sustainable competitive advantage.
The final chapter emphasizes our belief in the principle that
leadership in Functional Integration requires one to “lead like the
world depends on it.” Functional Integration represents nothing
less than a revolution in how to understand, engage, and serve
customers in the digital age. Functional Integration leaders such
as Amazon, Apple, Google, and Nike are not only transforming
their industries. They are transforming the world.
Winning this revolution goes back to the fundamental
principles of providing customers with useful and meaningful
digital services that help you manage the story of your brand in
an authentic ongoing dialogue. Product innovation is the starting
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point for all such meaningful dialogues. We will stress throughout
the coming pages how fresh opportunities for innovation must be
identified and acted on quickly in order to sustain your relevance
with customers. Those opportunities must also be tested and
analyzed to show that they can generate e-commerce growth
while delivering value to customers.
Consumer research, in turn, should be directed toward finding new brand strategies that connect the pieces of the ecosystem
around the company’s core mission or ambition, whether it is “to
enhance athletic performance” at Nike or “to organize the world’s
knowledge” at Google. With the stories of these and other leaders
in Functional Integration, we will show how, time and again, the
greater the ambition and the more vivid the mission, the greater
the chances of success.
Most companies, however, are woefully unprepared to evolve
in this new direction. Amazon, Apple, Google, and Nike are all
commonly lauded as admirable companies. But their Functional
Integration business models make them outliers, to say the least,
among most consumer product companies found in the Fortune
500. Mature firms tend to be organized as product marketers
with portfolios of brands to promote. They go to market on an
item-by-item basis and squeeze out growth through mass media
advertising. For decades they have relied on the dual strategies of
horizontal and vertical integration to expand their markets and
control internal costs.
However, most of our agency’s clients tell us that these
strategies for growth through horizontal and vertical integration
no longer deliver the same kinds of results that they did in the
past. In the mature markets of the United States and Western
Europe, low single-digit growth for major companies is common.
The media engine that fueled brand growth for decades is no
longer able to aggregate the same audiences in the same way as in
the past. Even though more people are watching more television
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than ever, the fragmentation of networks combined with the rise
of time-shifting and commercial skipping have taken a huge bite
out of the power of television ads to deliver sales results.
The other problem is that horizontal integration has sown
the seeds of its own destruction. It has created a marketplace so
crowded that no single brand has any chance to gain leverage with
consumers. The pace of new product introductions has exploded.
In 1992, approximately 10,000 food and beverage items and 6,000
nonfood grocery items were introduced into supermarkets for the
first time. Less than 20 years later, in 2010, that number had grown
to 20,000 new food and beverage items and 25,000 new nonfood
items.20 These are just introductions of new products—all piled
on top of tens of thousands of existing products.
Clayton Christensen, author of The Innovator’s Solution,
famously noted that “making highly differentiable products
with strong cost advantages is a license to print money.”21 High
differentiation, however, is difficult to achieve in today’s crowded
marketplace. Strong cost advantages are just as hard to come by in a
world of inexpensive imports and other downward forces on prices.
The inadequacy of horizontal and vertical integration to produce
high differentiation and strong cost advantages partly explains
why most of the companies “printing money” on Christensen’s
terms are the ones that rely on Functional Integration.
Our point is not that horizontal and vertical integration are
obsolete strategies. The need for new product introductions and
supply chain efficiencies will never go away. Our point is that these
two essential business strategies are no longer reliable sources of
sustainable competitive advantage.
One way to look at Functional Integration is to consider it
as a higher evolution of both horizontal and vertical integration,
adapted to the contexts of the digital age. Apple provides the
perfect example. As with most horizontally integrated companies,
Apple’s product lines seek to appeal to different consumer niches
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by offering products with varying features at varying price points.
But Apple’s product lines are very small compared with those of
its competitors. For instance, Apple makes only several models
of the iPhone. The strategy is to offer a very limited number
of highly appealing entry points into the Apple ecosystem. By
contrast, other mobile phone manufacturers that lack such
ecosystems need to put out much longer lines of mobile phones
with various features at various price points in order to compete
on a product-by-product basis in a wide range of niches—the
classic horizontal strategy.
Apple’s choice to limit its lines of products yields direct cost
savings in supply chain management and other efficiencies of
vertical integration. A smaller number of models results in greater
efficiencies of scale in manufacturing, which in turn create more
negotiating power over suppliers. Fewer models also mean lower
development costs. Apple was named Businessweek’s most innovative company every year from 2005 to 2011, but its relatively
small product line helped keep R&D costs at only 2.7 percent of
revenues, less than half the 6.5 percent R&D costs incurred at
the Blackberry’s parent company, RIM. Smaller lines of products
even help reduce overhead. Apple’s SGA (sales, general, and
administrative costs) were found on a five-year average to be just
8.8 percent, compared with 22 percent at Sony and IBM, and
12.4 percent at Dell.
British business professor Loizos Heracleous made note of the
aforementioned comparisons in a 2013 study of Apple’s strategy,
writing that Apple has defied conventional thinking, which
states that “a company competing on innovation, outstanding
design or service excellence will not be able to reach intense
levels of efficiency, since these capabilities are costly to develop
and maintain.”22 Heracleous pointed to economist Michael Porter’s
popular assertion that a firm can choose to compete either through
differentiation or through cost control, but not through both.
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Porter, for decades one of the business world’s most influential
theorists, has said in essence that a company’s lead strategy must
be either vertical (cost leadership) or horizontal (differentiation
through niche strategies or innovation).
Thanks to Functional Integration, Apple has defied Porter’s
theory. Functional Integration doesn’t require push-pull tensions
between vertical cost savings and horizontal differentiation. What
Porter could not have foreseen is how the digital ecosystem of the
Functional Integration business model can reduce costs through
high differentiation and innovation. The synergies created within
well-designed digital ecosystems enable the accretion of value on
an exponential basis for customers and companies alike. Amazon,
Apple, and Google rank among the most admired companies on
earth as a result.
We believe that companies that fail to use Functional Integration as a business model will discover soon enough that
both growth and profits will be elusive in the future. That’s
because everything that was true about Functional Integration
in 2013 will be truer in 2018 or 2025. The media landscape will
continue to fragment, and advertising’s ability to drive sales
will continue to weaken. Commoditization will continue to grow
in strength. Customer expectations will grow inexorably for
brand experiences that are personalized, customized, localized,
interactive, useful, informative, and entertaining (the contexts of
the digital age). The digital technologies required to deliver on
all of the expectations will continue to disrupt existing business
models, sometimes in ways that are utterly unpredictable.
In May 2013, a McKinsey Global Institute report projected
that industries with combined annual operating costs of $36
trillion face imminent technological disruption by the so-called
Internet of Things—tiny sensors and actuators embedded in
machines and products. McKinsey estimated that such microsensors had dropped in price by 80 to 90 percent since 2008, and that
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there had been a 300 percent rate of growth in applications of
these technologies as a result.23
Which companies do you think will be best positioned to
innovate, to create value, and to capture value when common
household products can be shipped with tiny inexpensive sensors
embedded in them? Nike or Adidas? Apple or Sony? Google or
Yahoo? Amazon or Walmart? The same question might be asked
about other disruptive technologies that McKinsey cited in the
same report, including advanced robotics, automated knowledge
work, and 3-D printing. The answer is the same for each disruptive technology. Companies with functionally integrated digital
ecosystems will be poised to profit from technological disruption,
while other companies will suffer.
From that perspective, we are not overstating the case when we
say that any delay in engaging a Functional Integration approach
for your company may prove costly and possibly fatal. Consider
how Philips, the one-time consumer electronics giant in the days
of CDs and DVDs, decided to leave the industry entirely in 2013,
surrendering the field to Apple’s ecosystem.24 Sony’s electronics
division, which lost a cumulative $8.5 billion between 2003 and
2013, stands to be Apple’s next victim.25
Functional Integration, as you will see, is so effective at creating
and capturing value for those who do it right, that every day you
neglect to use Functional Integration to win, you risk growing one
day closer to losing out to those who are.
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